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Abstract: 
 

In the last few decades, much attention is focused on Solar. Solar Energy is the important 

source of renewable Energy [4]. Solar energy is absorbed by earth’s land surface and Ocean. Solar 

Energy may be utilized for multiple ways. The clean solar energy technologies have longer term 

benefits Active solar techniques use photovoltaic, concentrated solar power, water treatment 

process and latent heat storage. The latent heat thermal energy storage system (LHTESS) has 

various engineering applications. These system mainly use nano phase change materials (N-PCM) 

which is experimented in this paper. The impact of nano PCM on the behavior of solar still will be 

investigated. 

Keywords: Solar still, saline water, Solar Energy, Phase Change Materials, nano phase change 

material. 

 

I. Introduction 

In recent years, the availability of drinking water is reducing day by day; whereas the 

requirement of drinking water is increasing rapidly. To overcome this problem there is a need for 

some sustainable source for water distillation (purification). Solar still is a useful device that can be 

used for distilling of saline water for the drinking purposes. The performance of Solar still can be 

improved with nano Phase Change Materials (PCMs). One of the suitable way of storing the 

thermal energy is latent heat storage, and very recently, PCMs are used for thermal energy storage , 

since these materials have high density for thermal energy storage. 

The energy is stored in the heat form by Thermal Energy Storage (TES) systems. Storing 

energy during hours of high solar intensity and releasing it during the nocturnal hours is one of the 

mechanisms used to improve productivity in India.  
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Thermal charging, storing and discharging are the three key steps of such complete systems. 

Some significant criteria must be considered to select an optimum PCM in each system includes the 

melting point, night temperature, and the average temperature of days should be considered. 

  
The main advantages of PCMs include additional latent heat capacity, non-corrosive 

characteristics, congruent melting and so on. The thermal conductivity of the nano PCMs and the 

material of heat exchanger play important roles to select the best PCM.  

 
1.1. Desalination Process 

Desalination is the process which uses heat energy of the sun to remove impurities from 

saline water and gives fresh water. The desalination process depends on the quantity of water 

available and amount of fresh water required [1]. Solar thermal technology harvests the Sun’s 

energy, rather than fossil fuels. The produced heat in solar collectors during summer can be utilized 

in winter and conversely, the cold air prevalent during winter can provide comfort air-conditioning 

during summer. This could be used for refrigeration purpose also. 

In order to improve the performance of a solar still, a nano phase change material (PCM) 

was added as a heat storage medium [2]. Two solar stills were designed, constructed and tested. The 

present experimental study is to compare the productivity of the solar desalination system. One of 

them is a solar still with Nano-PCM and the other is the solar still with PCM. 

 
1.2 .Principle of desalination: 
 

The basic principle of solar still is evaporation of water by using Sun’s heat energy and 

condensation. This process is similar to the raining process. The saline water is fed into the solar 

still, as soon as the solar energy hits the glass cover, the water gets evaporated to the point of 

evaporation. During evaporation, it leaves all the impurities in the base. The water evaporation is 

shown as bubbles inside the glass surface. Then it is condensed and flows toward the water trough. 

Finally it is collected in the closed container. The earth is covering ¾ th of water i.e. saline water. 

People are suffering from water scarcity; where as the requirement of drinking water is increasing 

rapidly. To overcome this problem there is a need for some sustainable source for water distillation. 

Solar still is a useful device that can be used for the distilling of saline water for the drinking 

purposes. 

. 
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II. Methodology 

The performance of Solar still can be improved with nano Phase Change Materials (PCMs). 

PCMs are used for thermal energy storage, since these materials have high density for thermal 

energy storage. The selection of PCM in the system is based on its latent heat storage temperature, 

melting point and the thermal conductivity. The merits of PCMs in the solar still include latent heat 

storage, corrosion free characteristics and good melting point. 

The Phase change materials have low thermal conductivity. The solution for this problem is 

the use of Solar still with nanaoparticles to improve the heat transfer in thermodynamic aspects. 

This method is preferred for enhancing the heat transfer capacity. In experimental point of view, 

two solar stills are considered. One solar still is provided with Phase change material. Another one 

is the solar still with nano PCM. The two solar stills are exposed to sun’s energy. The results 

showed that solar still with nano PCM produced clean water which is higher than the solar still with 

phase change material. The rate of evaporation depends on the nano particle used and radiation of 

sun’s energy and also the velocity of wind, angle of inclination of glass cover on the top of the solar 

still, quantity of saline water and temperature difference between the water inside the still and 

condensation surface provided over the solar still. 

III. Experimental setup 

The experimental setup consists of two solar stills of same dimensions; one is of solar still 

with PCM and another one is with PCM-nanoparticles. These solar stills are made up of plywood of 

front wall and rear wall of heights in the ratio 1:3. These stills are covered by Aluminium wrapper 

and coated with black paint to enhance the heat transfer properties. The stills are covered by 2 mm 

thickness glass cover. The glass cover is inclined at an angle of 30 degree. The inlet and output 

valves are used to fill the basin and to collect clean water. 

The still is provided with nano PCM material, insulation layer, saline water basin, 

thermocouple to measure the temperature and fresh water collector [2]. Inside the solar still heat 

absorbent material is placed for absorption and retention of heat. The nano PCM is added to the 

black paint coated on the solar still to improve the solar still performance.  

The whole setup is exposed to the sun light. The water gets evaporated by the heat energy. 

Then the water vapour gets condensed .The condensed pure water was collected in the shorter end 
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of the structure because of the inclination of the glass. In the shorter end PVC tubes are arranged to 

collect the water. Outlet is fitted with PVC tube to take the water from the still. 

     The evaporation rate is increased by using nano PCM material in the solar still. During the 

experiment the temperature of the saline water in the basin, temperature of glass cover, temperature 

of nano PCM, solar energy temperature and ambient temparature were measured using 

thermocouple. 

 

 

IV. Materials used 

There are different materials used as PCM. Paraffin is most widely used as energy storage 

materials in solar stills. But it has the drawback of low thermal conductivity. By adding nano 

particles with paraffin material the performance of the solar stills could be improved. In this 

research work, the paraffin material is replaced with Silicon oil. Copper nano particles are added 

with silicon oil to enhance the productivity. Its heat storage is much higher than other phase change 

materials. By using this material, the productivity is increased to 5-30 %. The silicon is used as a 

bonding material to prevent any leakage between the basin box and the glass cover [3]. 

V. Results and conclusion 

The results were also obtained using MATLAB simulations. The observed values from the 

simulations are compared with respect to the output fresh water. The productivity increases by 5-25 
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% in the nano PCM solar still. The results provide Solar still temperature and fresh water for the 

two types of solar stills one with PCM and the other with nano PCM. 
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Fig.1 shows the temperature observed for different time for the two solar stills. From the  

graph, it is observed that temperature of the solar still increases by 5-35% by using nano PCM in 

the solar still. 
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Fig.2 shows that the amount of distilled water produced against the time .It shows that the 

productivity increases by 5-25% with nano PCM used. 
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